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Introduction

One of the most extraordinary moments of my life came a year ago as I witnessed my fellow citizens
elect my former student, Barack Obama, as the President of the United States of America. More
African-American and Latino voters cast a ballot in that election than in any other election in the
country’s history. Then, this June, I experienced great relief as the United States Supreme Court
upheld the constitutionality of Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act by an 8-1 margin, thus preserving our commitment as a nation to vigilantly enforce the voting rights of all citizens. This is a good
year for all of us who have struggled for an equitable and fair distribution of the franchise.
But protecting the rights of minority voters is still a full-time job. And, lest we lose our sense of urgency, the Brennan Center for Justice’s remarkable new report on the historical roots of felony disenfranchisement in the Empire State, Jim Crow in New York, reminds us that there is still much work to
do. Felony disenfranchisement laws have stripped the right to vote from two million black Americans.
This number includes 13% of all African-American men. In New York, 80% of the roughly 100,000
adults who have lost their right to participate in self-government because of a criminal conviction are
black or Latino. At a time when we congratulate ourselves as a society on our progress in the struggle
for racial equality, those of us who refuse to be satisfied until all votes – and all people – are of equal
worth must reenergize to fight against felony disenfranchisement laws.
Some might ask why we should be troubled by the high percentage of African Americans who are
disenfranchised because of prior convictions. Isn’t the salient factor criminality? Black, White, Latino, or Asian, why should any criminal who is still under the supervision of the state be given the
right to participate in government? Jim Crow in New York begins to answer that question.
When a law can be traced clearly to a racially discriminatory start-point, the burden of proving the
absence of racial taint in the current operation of the law should fall on those who seek to justify its
continued existence. As readers will discover in the pages that follow, suppressing the black vote is
not a legislative purpose that was limited to the deep South. In response to the abolition of slavery
and the passage of the Reconstruction Amendments, legislators in New York sought to prevent free
blacks from voting by any means possible. And while laws preventing criminals from voting extend
back far before the Civil War, those measures are truly benign in comparison to the scope and target
of the laws that continue to impact – true to their intent – a disproportionate number of would-be
minority voters today.
This mass silencing of black Americans is even more troubling when viewed through the lens of
a discriminatory justice system. Black Americans – and other people of color – are often the recipients of uneven treatment at all stages of the criminal justice process. From police profiling of
individuals and communities of color, to the severity of charges brought, the juries selected for trial,
and the punishments imposed, disparate administration of the laws results in hugely disproportionate numbers of people of color who are under the supervision of the criminal justice system.
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But racial fairness is not the only reason to advocate for the end of felony disenfranchisement laws.
When people with criminal convictions re-enter society after periods of incarceration, although
often jobless, isolated, and broken, they must begin to re-connect and re-engage with their communities. We have a stake in whether they succeed. Housing individuals who commit a crime costs
an exorbitant percentage of our taxpayer revenue – money that can be better spent improving our
schools or putting more police officers on the street. Yet, one-third of individuals released from
prison are re-arrested within three years. We can and must do better. Providing all people who reside in the community with a share in the responsibility of government and a voice in the outcome
of community decisions (especially at the local level) increases the likelihood of a smooth transition
from “felon” to stakeholder and productive citizen.
Against these strong historical and practical reasons to re-examine our adherence to criminal disenfranchisement, some continue to argue that extending the vote to all citizens who live in the
community will result in a dilution of the social order and debasement of the privilege of voting.
But these arguments do not withstand careful scrutiny. As Justice Thurgood Marshall reminded
us nearly four decades ago, “[t]he ballot is the democratic system’s coin of the realm. To condition
its exercise on support of the established order is to debase that currency beyond recognition.” Indeed, restoring the right to vote to all of us who live and pay taxes in the community will have the
predictable and desirable effect of reducing discrimination in the administration of criminal laws
and increasing the participation levels of minority voters. The upshot would be a lot fewer people
of color to disenfranchise.

Charles J. Ogletree, Jr.,
Jesse Climenko Professor of Law, Harvard Law School
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It is widely known and well documented that Americans used the law to
keep African-American voters out of the electoral process throughout the
Deep South. In the late 1800s, Jim Crow laws spread as part of a backlash against the Reconstruction Amendments – the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution – which
ended slavery, granted equal citizenship to freed slaves, and prohibited
racial discrimination in voting.1 The uproar worked its intended purpose: large segments of the African-American population were effectively
removed from the democratic process for sustained periods, in some cases
for life.2
Less known is that criminal disenfranchisement laws were part of the
effort to maintain white control over access to the polls.3 Between 1865
and 1900, a period when African-American men were, theoretically,
granted greater voting rights state-by-state, and ultimately enfranchised
by the Fifteenth Amendment, 19 states passed criminal disenfranchisement laws. By 1900, 38 states deployed some type of criminal voting
restriction.4 These laws disenfranchised convicted individuals long after
their release from prison; many dictated that individuals released from
prison could not vote unless they had been pardoned by the governor.5

Jim Crow laws
worked their intended
purpose: large
segments of the
African-American
population were
effectively removed
from the democratic
process for sustained
periods – in some
cases for life.

States also adapted their criminal codes to punish those offenses with
which they believed freedmen were likely to be charged, including bigamy, vagrancy, petty theft and burglary.6 Together, targeted criminalization and felony disenfranchisement stripped African Americans of their
voting rights – and suppressed African American’s political power for
decades.7 The discriminatory impact of these laws and practices continues to this day. Nationwide, 8% of the African-American population, or
2,000,000 African Americans, are disenfranchised.8 Given current rates
of incarceration, approximately one in three of the next generation of
black men will be disenfranchised at some point during their lifetime.
But Jim Crow was not confined to the South. He made his home in
northern states as well, perhaps most notably in New York. Starting in
the 18th century, the history of New York’s election laws follows this
national narrative. In fact, New York was the only state in the country
to require blacks – and only blacks – to own real property in order to
qualify to vote.

Jim Crow was not
confined to the South.

New York’s criminal disenfranchisement provisions, like those deployed
in the South, were part of a concerted effort to exclude African Americans from participating in the political process. As African Americans
gained freedom with the gradual end of slavery, New York’s voting qualifications – including criminal disenfranchisement laws – became increasingly more restrictive. A careful reading of New York’s constitutional
history reveals that at the very time that the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
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Amendments forced the state to remove its nefarious property requirements for African-American voters, New York changed its law from
allowing to requiring the disenfranchisement of those convicted of “infamous crimes.”
Today, New York’s
criminal disenfranchisement law is
nearly identical to
the provision enacted
140 years ago.
And it continues to
disenfranchise
large numbers of
African Americans
and other ethnic
minorities.

Today, New York’s criminal disenfranchisement law is nearly identical to
the provision enacted 140 years ago. And the law continues to have its
originally intended effect: the widespread disenfranchisement of African
Americans and other ethnic minorities. More than 108,000 New Yorkers
cannot vote because of a conviction in their past.9 Almost half of these
disenfranchised citizens have completed their prison sentence and are
living and working in the community.10 Nearly 80% of those who have
lost their right to vote under New York’s law are African-American or
Hispanic.11

Discriminatory Beginnings: New York’s 1777
Constitution and the Voter “Fraud” Act
The first New York State Constitution was adopted in 1777 and limited
the franchise to any “freeman.”12 It required all voters to pay taxes to the
state and own real property in their county of residence.13 Although free
black men were technically allowed to vote, virtually none owned real
property at the time and thus blacks effectively were disenfranchised under the state constitution.14
In 1799, the New York legislature passed a law providing for the gradual
emancipation of slaves. The law contained no mention of black voting
rights and the constitutional property qualifications for voting remained
unchanged.15 The gradual emancipation law did not free all slaves; instead, it freed children born of slave mothers after 1799, but required
these children to remain slaves until their mid-twenties.16
Over the next decade, the free black population grew steadily in New
York, tripling between 1790 and 1800 and then doubling again during
the course of the next decade.17 Although race and suffrage had not been
legally linked before, in 1811 the state legislature passed the “Act to Prevent
Frauds and Perjuries at Elections.”18 Under the guise of preventing voter
fraud, this law was designed to depress black voter turnout by raising obstacles targeted specifically at African Americans. Before voting, blacks had
to obtain a document certifying their freed status from a “supreme court
justice, mayor, recorder, or … court of common pleas,” pay a fee and present the documentation at the polls.19 The law realized its intended effect:
the few black men who were on the voter rolls effectively dropped off.20
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The Debates of the 1821 Convention:
“The Minds of Blacks Are Not Competent to Vote.”
When the New York legislature finally passed a universal emancipation
bill in 1817, the final date for liberty of all slaves in the state was set for
July 4, 1827.21 Again, the bill made no mention of voting rights for the
freed slaves.
Meanwhile, the franchise began to open, dramatically, across the country.
Urban populations swelled with growing numbers of laborers and merchants, many of whom owned no property. The result was an increasingly large and prominent slice of the population that was disqualified from
voting. Combined with the formation of broadly based political parties
competing for votes, the swelling ranks of disenfranchised citizens provoked many states to eliminate their property requirements.22 Between
1790 and 1850, every state in the union held at least one constitutional
convention; laws requiring eligible voters to own property began to be
dismantled state-by-state.23
During this period, New York was home to the largest number of blacks
of all the northern states, including nearly 30,000 “free persons of color”
and some 10,000 slaves due to be freed in 1827.24 More African Americans – slaves and free blacks – were concentrated in New York City at this
time than anywhere else in the country except Charleston, South Carolina.25 The black vote was a small fraction of the total electorate. But, in
a close election, it could swing key districts and even decide the balance
of power in the state assembly.26
By 1820, New York was one of nine states (out of the twenty-three
states then existing) that continued to impose property qualifications
on all voters.27 Four years after the 1817 emancipation law was enacted,
New York held another constitutional convention at which suffrage
was the central concern.
At the New York Constitutional Convention in 1821, the Committee
on the Elective Franchise proposed eliminating property requirements
and extending suffrage to every white male citizen of the state, for the
first time explicitly disenfranchising all black men.28 This proposal was
one of the Convention’s most controversial. The delegates, New York’s
leading politicians elected to represent their counties at the Convention,
engaged in a fierce debate over the right of suffrage and equality for African Americans.
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Delegate John Ross argued that the franchise must be limited to white
men because:
[Blacks] are a peculiar people, incapable, in my judgment, of
exercising that privilege with any sort of discretion, prudence,
or independence. They have no just conceptions of civil liberty. They know not how to appreciate it, and are consequently
indifferent to its preservation.29
Delegate Samuel Young agreed, stating:

Given current rates
of incarceration,
approximately one in
three of the next
generation of black
men will be
disenfranchised at
some point during
their lifetime.

The minds of the blacks are not competent to vote. They are too
much degraded to estimate the value, or exercise with fidelity and
discretion that important right. It would be unsafe in their hands.30
Delegate Peter R. Livingston made similar arguments, asking delegates to:
[L]ook at that people, and ask your consciences if they are
competent to vote. Ask yourselves honestly, whether they have
intelligence to discern, or purity of principle to exercise, with
safety, that important right.31
In comments that ring with a special irony today, Delegate Olney Briggs
stated:
[I]t was said that the right of suffrage would elevate them.
He would ask whether it would elevate a monkey or a baboon
to allow them to vote. No, it would be to sport, and trifle, and
insult them, to say that they might be candidates for the office
of president of the United States.32
Importantly, during the debate several of the delegates pointed to alleged criminal propensities as a reason to restrict the black vote. In a refrain that echoes throughout the centuries-long suffrage debate, Delegate
Young implored, “[l]ook to your jails and penitentiaries. By whom are
they filled? By the very race whom it is now proposed to cloth with the
power of deciding upon your political rights.”33
Delegate Livingston concurred:
Survey your prisons – your alms-houses – your bridewells and
your penitentiaries, and what a darkening host meets your eye!
More than one-third of the convicts and felons which those
walls enclose, are of your sable population.34
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Several delegates argued in favor of black voting rights. Peter Jay, son of
former New York Governor John Jay, emerged as the most outspoken
opponent of black disenfranchisement at the Convention:
Why, sir, are these men to be excluded from rights which they
possess in common with their countrymen? … Why are they,
who were born as free as ourselves, natives of the same country
… now to be deprived of all those rights, and doomed to remain forever as aliens among us?35
In an argument that continues to resound today, Delegate Abraham Van
Vechten contended that those who pay taxes and live and work in New
York communities should be entitled to vote:
Are they not taxable, and do not many of them pay their proportion of taxes in common with white citizens? … Do we
not daily see them working side by side with white citizens on
our farms, and on our public highways? … How then can that
distinction justify us in taking from them any of the common
rights which every other free citizen enjoys?36
Delegate Robert Clark agreed, stating:
[I]s it consistent with sound policy, to compel a large portion
of your people and their posterity, forever to become your enemies, and to view you and your political institutions with distrust, jealousy … to alienate one portion of the community …
from their own political institutions?37
The proposal to disenfranchise all black men by adding the word “white”
to the Constitution’s voting requirements narrowly failed, by a vote of
63 to 59.38 Nevertheless, the delegates severely restricted the black vote
in two important ways. First, the Convention eliminated the property
qualifications for all white men, while simultaneously enacting steep
property qualifications specifically for black men. These new qualifications required all black men to possess a freehold estate with a minimum
value of $250.00 (equivalent to about $4,000.00 in 2009 dollar value).39
In fact, New York was the only state at this time to impose property qualifications exclusively on African-American men.40 Second, a provision was
added to the state Constitution stating: “[l]aws may be passed, excluding
from the right of suffrage, persons who have been, or may be, convicted
of infamous crimes.”41 The first criminal disenfranchisement provision in
the New York State Constitution was born.
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1846: Emancipated, But Still Disenfranchised

Saying there was
“more vice among
colored people than
whites, in proportion
to the population of
each respectively,”
Delegate Kennedy,
at New York’s 1821
Convention, detailed
the number of black
convicts in city jails
and state prisons.

In 1827, New York ended slavery once and for all.42 Still, the New York
Constitution required black men – and only black men – to own property
in order to vote. The criminal disenfranchisement provision remained in
place.43 Another Constitutional Convention was called in 1846. Almost
twenty years after New York’s abolition of slavery, delegates to the Convention still refused to eliminate the discriminatory voting restrictions. There
were two competing suffrage proposals at the 1846 Convention. One
sought to amend the constitution to limit suffrage to “[e]very white male
citizen of the age of twenty-one” and the other sought to enfranchise black
men by eliminating the property qualifications.44 Although it had been 25
years since the last Convention, the debate suggests little had changed in
the delegates’ attitudes toward their African-American neighbors.
Delegate John Kennedy pled:
To permit the Ethiopian race to become an important portion of the governing power of the state! To allow that race,
the farthest removed from us in sympathy and relationship of
all into which the human family is divided, to become a participant in governing, not themselves, but us! Nature revolted
at the proposal.45
Delegate Kennedy then continued the theme introduced during the
1821 Convention, linking his opposition to black suffrage to an alleged
criminal propensity. Saying there was “more vice among colored people
than whites, in proportion to the population of each respectively,” Delegate Kennedy detailed the number of black convicts in city jails and state
prisons.46 According to Delegate Kennedy, blacks were more than three
and a half times more likely than whites to be incarcerated in New York
City jails for minor crimes.47 Delegate Kennedy also pointed to the disproportionate number of blacks in the state prisons, stating “the relative
proportion of infamous crime is nearly thirteen and a half times as great
in the colored population as in the white.”48 He then concluded that this
statistic “contained evidence of a criminal disposition in the race” that he
had “never before rightly appreciated.”49
Representative John Hunt invoked fear that blacks would dominate government if allowed to vote:
We want … no masters, and least of all no negro masters, to
reign over us. We contend for self-government … we will not
meddle with their government in St. Domingo nor in Africa,
and, if we can prevent it, they shall not meddle with ours.50
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As in the previous Convention, a few delegates rose to argue in favor of
removing the property qualifications for blacks. Delegate Federal Dana
attributed the large number of blacks in prison to their mistreatment during slavery and in the courts.51 Delegate George A. Simmons eloquently
opined that “[p]olitical slavery was but one remove from civil slavery.”52
In the end, the proposal to amend the Constitution to eliminate the
property requirements and enfranchise black men was defeated 53 to
30.53 But the delegates reached an agreement and adopted a resolution
providing that a proposed constitutional amendment would be put to
the voters at the next general election.
The proposed amendment read:
Colored male citizens possessing [age and citizen] qualifications … other than the property qualification, shall have the
right to vote for all officers that now are, or hereafter may be,
elective by the people after the first day of January 1847.54
Voters rejected the proposed enfranchisement amendment by a landslide vote of 223,834 to 85,306. Property qualifications for blacks remained in place.55 By the end of the 1850’s, New York distinguished
itself as the only state in the union that made property ownership a voting requirement for African Americans.56
The delegates to the 1846 Convention redrafted the criminal disenfranchisement provision to specifically include two additional offenses: bribery and larceny.
The new provision read:
Laws may be passed, excluding from the right of suffrage all
persons who have been or may be convicted of bribery, larceny,
or of any infamous crime.57

By the end of the
1850’s, New York
distinguished itself as
the only state in the
union that made
property ownership a
voting requirement for
African Americans.

During the Convention, delegates expressed concern about increased
corruption in elections, particularly bribery and vote selling.58 The frequency of bribing election officials and buying votes during this time
is well-documented;59 however, our research uncovered no justification
for the specific inclusion of larceny. By at least one account, more than
half of those imprisoned in New York City jails in 1830 were convicted
of larceny.60 Thus, it appears that the specific inclusion of larceny at this
time would disenfranchise a large number of individuals whose convictions would not otherwise have been included under the “infamous
crimes” provision.61 This fact, coupled with the delegates’ lengthy discussion about the large proportion of blacks incarcerated in New York City
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jails, may explain the decision to include larceny in the list of crimes that
would result in disenfranchisement.

Even in the wake of the
Civil War and as states
were ratifying the
Fourteenth Amendment, the expansion
of the franchise in
New York was met
with the same opposition as it had been for
the last one hundred
years. At New York’s
Constitutional Convention in 1867, Delegate
H.C. Murphy stated
that the extension
of the franchise was
morally and socially
wrong, and that it
would “confound the
races, and … destroy
the fair fabric of
democratic institutions, which has been
erected by
the capacity of the
white race.”

Violent Resentment of the Civil War
and its Aftermath
In 1863, New York City was the nation’s commercial and manufacturing
center, but it remained sharply divided along lines of race, class and politics.
It also harbored a deep, anti-Civil War resentment.62 In July 1863, this divide – as well as fierce opposition to the war and its consequences – ignited
the notorious New York City Draft Riot, four days of mob terror which one
noted historian calls “the largest civil insurrection in American history apart
from the South’s rebellion itself.”63 Beginning with an attack on a conscription office, the riot quickly developed into “a wholesale assault upon all the
symbols of the new order being created by the Republican Party and the
Civil War.”64 Blacks were targeted, and at least 105 people were murdered
and hundreds more driven from the city.65 The riots augmented the tense
race relations in the city during the era, and led to a population decline of
over 2,500 blacks in the city between 1860 and 1865.66 Although New York
City was by some measures the beacon of Northern free society, it remained
bitterly divided by the changes brought on by the Civil War.
When the Civil War ended in 1865, America’s slaves were finally and
forever freed. Between 1865 and 1870, the country adopted the Reconstruction Amendments – the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments to the U.S Constitution – which opened the door to a
“new birth of freedom,” ending slavery, granting equal citizenship to
freed slaves and prohibiting racial discrimination in voting. Not surprisingly, these sweeping constitutional changes rekindled the national
debate on black suffrage.
New York convened another Constitutional Convention in 1867. The
Convention summoned a Committee on Suffrage, which recommended
removing the black-only property qualification.67 But even in the wake of
the Civil War and as states were ratifying the Fourteenth Amendment,
the expansion of the franchise in New York was met with the same opposition as it had been for the last one hundred years. Delegate H.C. Murphy stated that the extension of the franchise was morally and socially
wrong, and that it would “confound the races, and … destroy the fair
fabric of democratic institutions, which has been erected by the capacity
of the white race.”68
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Delegate Stephen Colahan opined:
I believe, sir, that the white race, politically, should have some
superior and distinctive position; and that the black race, but
yesterday freed from slavery, educated in ignorance, mentality and dependence, wallowing in contented obfuscation, and
satisfied oblivion … is no race that can command or justly
deserve the suffrage from me, when the gift of that suffrage
would of necessity injure my country and affect my race.
Once again, a compromise was reached whereby the new constitution
would be put to a statewide referendum in 1869, and the question
whether to eliminate the property requirements for African-American
men would be put to registered voters.70 Most delegates knew the provision would not pass.71 As the 1869 election approached, rallies filled with
anti-black sentiment proliferated. Two African-American ministers were
stoned and beaten in New York City.72 In the end, the proposed suffrage
provision was defeated by the voters: the property requirements stayed
in place, the felony disenfranchisement provision continued unchanged,
and blacks remained disenfranchised.73

1872: A Bait and Switch
By 1870, three-fourths of the states, including New York, had ratified
the Fifteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, officially granting
all African-American men the right to vote throughout the country.74
That same year, however, the New York legislature voted to rescind the
state’s ratification, demonstrating continued hostility to full citizenship
for African Americans. This effort was not recognized by Congress and
had no effect on the Fifteenth Amendment’s legitimacy.75
In 1872, in the wake of the Fifteenth Amendment, Governor John Hoffman proposed a Constitutional Commission to be comprised of 32 “eminent citizens” for the purpose of proposing constitutional amendments
to the legislature.76 The Commission convened from 1872 to 1873 and
eventually recommended to the legislature in March 1873 full removal of
the property requirements for black citizens.77 The scant recorded history
of this Commission makes clear that the proposal was introduced only
because the property requirements were superseded by changes in the U.S.
Constitution.78 At long last, in November 1874 – four years after the Fifteenth Amendment was ratified and long after the rest of the country79 –
the New York legislature adopted the Convention’s proposed amendment
to the state constitution, eliminating property requirements for African
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Americans and granting the right to vote to all male citizens, regardless of
race or ethnicity.
However, the same 1872 Commission that eliminated the black property requirements also made a small and barely-noticed change to the
wording of the criminal disenfranchisement law which had an enormous
– and lasting – adverse impact on African-American suffrage. Prior to
1874, when slavery was still legal and property requirements for black
men remained in place, New York’s criminal disenfranchisement provision was merely permissive: that is, the state Constitution left it to the
discretion of individual counties whether to disenfranchise those with
criminal convictions.80
However, in 1874, the same year New York eliminated property requirements and granted voting rights to African-American men throughout
the state, the state amended its Constitution from allowing counties to
decide whether to disenfranchise those convicted of crimes, to requiring disenfranchisement throughout the state of anyone convicted of an
“infamous crime.”81 The new provision stated: “The legislature, at the
session thereof next after the adoption of this section, shall … enact laws
excluding from the right of suffrage all persons convicted of bribery or of
any infamous crime.”82
By 1874, New York’s
amended law fell
into a national pattern
in which criminal
disenfranchisement
policies provided
a useful means of
circumventing the
Reconstruction
Amendments and
suppressing black
voters.
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Although the details of the debates and discussions in previous constitutional conventions were carefully transcribed, there is little recorded
history of the 1872 Commission. The Journal of the Constitutional
Commission of 1872 contains no transcribed debate on the proposed
amendments, but rather lists only the votes for and against the various
proposals.83
New York’s calculating constitutional amendment falls into a national pattern in which criminal disenfranchisement policies provided a useful means
of circumventing the Reconstruction Amendments and suppressing black
voters. During the period between 1865 and 1900, 19 other states passed
criminal disenfranchisement laws.84 By 1900, 38 states had some type of
criminal voting restriction.85 This national movement, together with New
York’s long and notorious history of deliberate efforts to disenfranchise
African Americans, the enduring, widespread and well-documented belief
among policymakers that blacks were more likely to commit crimes, and
the timing corresponding with the elimination of black property requirements, all lead to the same conclusion: the amendment was intended to
suppress the African-American vote in New York.

Lasting Effects
The mandatory criminal disenfranchisement provision put in place in
1874 is nearly identical to the provision that remains the law in New
York today, and it continues to have its intended effects.86 The current
law in New York denies the right to vote to any citizen in prison or on parole.87 Nearly 80% of those who have lost their right to vote under New
York’s law are African-American and Hispanic.88 Almost half of those
disenfranchised are out of prison, living in the community.89
Certainly the immoral roots and the continuing discriminatory impact
of these laws are sufficient to warrant their elimination. But these laws
harm our larger society and our local communities on a number of
levels. Continuing to deny the right to vote to people who are out of
prison and living in the community is contrary to the modern ideal of
universal suffrage at the very heart of our American democracy. The
foundation of our democracy is the belief that each citizen is entitled to
cast one vote, and each vote counts the same regardless of who casts it.
Linda Steele, a New Yorker who voted for the first time in November
2008 after having lost and then regained her right to vote following a
felony conviction, explained:

Denying the vote to
one group has a ripple
effect – dramatically
decreasing the political
power of urban and
minority communities.

There were tears in my eyes as I waited to vote. I felt like I was
finally a productive member of society… I walked out of the
polling place felling like I mattered, that I had made a difference. I realized how far I’ve come.90
Restoring voting rights to people who are in the community increases
public safety. Many law enforcement and criminal justice officials are
speaking out against disenfranchisement because they recognize that
bringing people into the political process makes them stakeholders,
which helps steer former offenders away from future crimes.91
Criminal disenfranchisement laws also harm families and entire communities.92 Studies show that denying the vote to one person has a ripple
effect across families, dramatically decreasing the political power of urban and minority communities. This is certainly the case in New York,
where over half of the prison population hails from New York City.93
New Yorker Marc Ramirez, who voted for the first time in 2008 with
his son, described his experience: “[My son and I] talked about voting,
what it meant, the candidates, and whether or not he was going to vote.
I think knowing that I was also voting made him feel like he was on the
right track.”94
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The Brennan Center for Justice has also documented persistent and
widespread confusion among New York election officials which creates
the potential for de facto disenfranchisement of hundreds of thousands
of eligible New Yorkers with criminal histories.95 As a result, the voting
strength of eligible voters in their home communities is severely weakened by criminal disenfranchisement laws.
Despite its long, shameful history of prejudice and discrimination, New
York has taken important steps in recent decades to address these harms
and alleviate the racial inequalities. Both New York State and New York
City have strong anti-discrimination laws that prohibit discrimination in
employment, housing and public accommodations.96 Indeed, New York
is one of only a few states that prohibit employers from discriminating
against people with criminal records.97 Nevertheless, New York’s criminal
disenfranchisement law remains a lasting relic of an era which should be
consigned to the past. We cannot erase this past, but we must learn from
it and work to change the future.
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Recommendations
1. New York should restore voting rights to people on parole.
An important step towards full departure from our racist history is to restore voting rights to the thousands of New Yorkers who are living in the
community. Moreover, the complicated eligibility standards established
by the current Election Law result in the illegal de facto disfranchisement
of New Yorkers who are eligible to vote. The system should be simplified
by amending the law to restore voting rights automatically to all New
York citizens as soon as they are released from prison.
2. The New York Legislature should enact notice and public
education requirements.
To help rectify and eliminate some of the existing confusion among the
county boards of elections and the general public, the Legislature should
require the Department of Corrections, probation, parole and supervised
release offices to notify people of their right to vote and to provide voter
registration forms. The legislature should also require county election
officials and criminal justice agencies to receive regular training on the
voting rights restoration law and voter registration procedures.
3. The State Board of Elections should initiate a public communications campaign to educate New Yorkers about voter registration for
people with felony convictions.
In addition to the notification of individuals who have been directly affected, the State Board of Elections should initiate a state-wide public
communications campaign to clarify this issue for the New York population as a whole. Through public service announcements in print media,
television, and radio outlets, as well as posting information on its website
and those maintained by local boards, the State Board must make clear
that people with criminal histories are eligible to vote in New York.
4. The State Board of Elections should launch a statewide campaign to
educate and register voters in minority communities.
There is widespread confusion and distrust among minority communities in the state regarding voter registration and going to the polls. The
State Board of Elections should launch a statewide campaign to encourage voter registration and participation in communities of color.
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